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ABSTRACT

The space environment is a complex, orbit dependent phenomenon.  Regardless of 
the external surfaces of a spacecraft will be exposed to photons, charged particles a
solid particles such as micrometeoroids.  Vehicles in low earth orbit (LEO) must be
designed to withstand additional environmental hazards such as hyper-velocity impac
man-made orbital debris and erosion of external surfaces by naturally occurring atom
oxygen. CCD detectors are particularly vulnerable to damage by ionizing radiation. T
document summarizes the modeling and analysis that was performed to determine 
appropriate exposure level for ground testing of the Advanced Camera for Surveys (
Wide Field Channel (WFC) Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) detector.

1. Introduction

Radiation damage effects in CCD imagers have been studied in the laboratory fo
upwards of 30 years. Good quality long-term measurements of the on-orbit degradati
CCD detectors in the space environment have also recently become available. Groun
data and on-orbit measurements are consistent in showing that CCD imagers are hi
susceptible to radiation damage.

A comprehensive discussion of the types of radiation damage known to occur in C
is beyond the scope of this document. Excellent survey papers on the subject can be
in the literature [1,2]. Papers that provide an overview of the space radiation environm
and the impact of radiation on spacecraft systems have also been published [3,4]. Re
who desire to explore these topics in more depth are encouraged to read the cited
references.

Spacecraft in low earth orbit at all inclinations are exposed to electrons and proto
trapped in the Van Allen radiation belts. The accumulated exposure to trapped partic
1
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dominated by passage through the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA).  Unlike trapped r
tion, exposure to solar coronal mass ejection (CME) protons is inclination dependen
vehicle in a high inclination orbit will be exposed to CME protons as it flies through t
polar auroral regions of the geomagnetic field.  For the low inclination 28.5 degree H
orbit, attenuation by the geomagnetic field effectively shields the spacecraft from CM
protons. Justification for neglecting CME protons in the ACS equivalent fluence calc
tion will be presented below.

In addition to trapped particles and CME protons, a LEO spacecraft is subjected
low-level galactic cosmic ray (GCR) flux.  GCR heavy ions and high energy trapped 
tons cause single event upsets (SEUs) and single event latchups (SELs) in
microelectronics as well as false signals in CCD detectors.  The contribution of GCR
the total ionizing dose (TID) deposited in a CCD is small compared to the TID depos
by trapped charged particles.  For this reason, GCRs have been ignored in the calcu
of the accelerator exposure level for the ACS radiation test program.

Radiation damage mechanisms in CCD imagers are divided into two general cat
ries: TID effects and displacement damage effects.  TID refers to the ionizing energy
deposited by the passage of a charged particle (or photon) through a material such 
con. Generation of electron-hole pairs in the gate oxide or field oxide of a CCD can 
rise to flat-band shift and/or surface states at the silicon-oxide interface. Displaceme
damage refers to the introduction of defects in the silicon lattice.  A charged particle
photon can dislodge a silicon atom by disrupting the covalent bonds that it shares w
neighboring atoms in the lattice.  The displaced atom can come to rest in the interst
space between atoms.  A phosphorous atom in the buried n-channel of the CCD ca
up with a vacancy to form an E-center defect. Vacancies can pair up to form a divac
defect. An oxygen impurity atom may combine with a vacancy to form an A-center def
Irrespective of the nature of the defect, only a small fraction of the total number of ra
tion induced displacements result in permanent electrically active defects in the silic
lattice. Table 1 summarizes TID and displacement damage effects in CCD imagers.

Dark current and charge transfer efficiency (CTE) both degrade with time in the sp
radiation environment. Because of the relatively large format of the WFC CCD imag
(2kx4k, 2 imagers per FPA), CTE degradation was the primary focus of the ACS radia
test program. Defects in the silicon lattice cause localized states in the band gap. Th
center P-V defect, for example, gives rise to a state at an energy of 0.44 eV below th
tom of the conduction band [5]. In general, an electron in the conduction band is capt
in the potential well of the defect on a time scale short relative to the pixel transfer ti
typical of scientific applications. In the temperature regime usually chosen for scienc
operation, -80°C to -100°C, the time scale for liberation of an electron captured in a tr
can be large compared to the pixel transfer time. Charge trapping and release is the
2
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cal cause of time dependent image smear and photometric error in CCD imagers ex
to the radiation environment.

2. Environment Modeling Methodology

Modeling of the trapped radiation environment for the ACS radiation test program
performed using the empirical NASA AP-8 [6] and AE-8 [7] particle flux maps. Know
deficiencies exist in these flux maps. Both models were accurate at the time of publica
but temporal changes in the position and strength of the geodipole moment have no
become large enough to introduce systematic errors in the maps [8]. This has been d
strated specifically for HST by Vampola et al. [9]. Vampola et al. have shown a lack o
longitudinal correlation between the AP-8-MIN (solar mininum) predictions and mea
sured SEU events in the HST solid-state recorder (SSR).

Although forward progress is being made in developing a new generation of gene
applicable models of the radiation belts, Daly et al. correctly assert that the AP-8/AE
models are still the de-facto standard. From shuttle measurements and analysis of m
als flown aboard the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF), Daly et al. estimate th
the ratio of measured to predicted fluxes in the SAA is 1.55-2.3. The systematic erro
likely to be orbit dependent. For this reason, the ACS flux calculations have not bee
scaled either by the shuttle ratio or by the LDEF ratio.

The trapped electron and trapped proton fluxes depend on the solar cycle. The tra
electron flux is correlated with the level of solar activity. By contrast, the trapped pro
flux is anti-correlated with the phase of the solar cycle. For this reason, separate AP-
AE-8 flux maps have been developed for solar minimum and solar maximum. A wel
accepted methodology for interpolation between the solar minimum and solar maxim
flux maps has not yet been devised. Interpolation between the solar maximum and s
minimum flux maps has not been attempted in the ACS radiation environment mode

Extraction and orbit averaging of the flux maps was executed with software writte
modified by the author. The trajectory of the spacecraft was computed using the NO
implementation of the SGP4 ephemeris model [10]. For a given orbit position, the M
wain L parameter and the normalized geomagnetic field strength B/B0 was calculate
using the 1995 International Geomagnetic Reference Field model (IGRF95) [11]. Fo
extraction of the flux maps, the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) RADB
computational engine was employed (Dieter Bilitza, GSFC, 1988). SGP4, IGRF95 a
RADBELT, with front end modifications written by the author, have been integrated int
software package called TRAPRAP. TRAPRAD properly detects and rejects all flux 
ues flagged by RADBELT as unreliable. The particle spectra presented in this docum
have not been smoothed.
3
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An altitude and orbit inclination of 600 km and 28.5 degrees, respectively, was
assumed for all calculations. Second order perturbations in the SGP4 ephemeris mo
were set equal to zero. The orbit trajectory was sampled with a time resolution of 10
onds. Averaging of the trapped particle fluxes was performed over 100 orbits.

3. Trapped Proton Environment

Differential trapped proton spectra for the HST orbit computed with TRAPRAD a
shown in Figure 1. The average daily flux at solar minimum (AP-8-MIN flux map) is
greater than the flux at solar maximum (AP-8-MAX flux map). This result is consiste
with the anti-correlation between the proton flux and the phase of the solar cycle.

Systematic errors most likely exist in the TRAPRAD simulated fluxes. Consistent w
the recommendations of D. Bilitza (RADBELT, 1988), epochs of 1964 for AP-8-MIN a
1970 for AP-8-MAX were chosen for the IGRF95 L and B/B0 calculations. Until very
recently, there has been disagreement in the radiation effects community regarding 
proper procedure for extraction of the AP-8/AE-8 flux maps. The correct procedure h
now been published by Daly et al. [8]. Reconstruction of the AP-8-MIN flux map sho
be performed using the Jensen and Cain field model (JC-60) [12]. The GSFC-12/66
model extrapolated to epoch 1970 should be used for extraction of the AP-8-MAX fl
map. The magnitude of the error introduced into the flux calculations through the us
IGRF95 instead of JC-60 and GSFC-12/66 is unknown. JC-60 has been procured b
author and will be incorporated in TRAPRAD for future work.

An error in the NSSDC AP-8-MIN flux map was identified by Heynderickx and Be
aev in 1995 [13]. TRAPRAD utilizes the corrected version of the AP-8-MIN map.

4. Trapped Electron Environment

Figure 2 shows the differential TRAPRAD AE-8-MIN (solar minimum) and AE-8-
MAX (solar maximum) average daily fluxes for the HST orbit. As one would expect fro
the correlation between the trapped electron environment and the level of solar activ
AE-8-MAX yields the highest flux. Note that the electron spectrum is not as hard as 
proton spectrum. It is for this reason that trapped electrons are usually stopped by th
shielding typically employed for radiation sensitive systems in spacecraft.

As with the trapped proton calculations, the TRAPRAD electron fluxes are likely 
contain systematic errors because of the use of the IGRF95 geomagnetic field mode
Although the epochs used in the IGRF95 calculations are in accord with the recomm
tions of Bilitza, Daly et al. state that the correct procedure for reconstruction of the A
flux maps is to use JC-60. Future TRAPRAD flux calculations will be performed with
60.
4
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5. CME Proton Environment

CME protons are not a threat to a spacecraft in a low inclination low earth orbit. T
is the reason for ignoring CME protons in the definition of the exposure level for the A
CCD radiation test program. In this section, quantitative arguements are presented t
tify the decision to omit CME protons.

Ionized CME protons injected into the magnetosphere are deflected by the Loren
force. For satellites in low earth orbit, the geomagnetic field attenuates the CME pro
flux. Calculation of the attenuated differential flux (or fluence) proceeds as follows:

whereE is the proton kinetic energy andMo is equal to 1 AMU or 931.5016 MeV/c2. R(E)

is the rigidity of the proton.T(R(E)) is the geomagnetic attenuation function.

An orbit averaged calculation ofT for HST is shown in Figure 3. The geomagnetic
attenuation for the EOS AM-1 (TERRA) spacecraft is also shown for comparison.
TERRA flies in a circular, 705 km, 98.2 degree inclination orbit. These calculations w
executed with the GTRN module of CREME96 [14] for a disturbed (“stormy”) magne
spheric environment. Note that the geomagnetic cutoff occurs at a much higher energ
HST. Unlike HST, TERRA flies through the auroral region where the field lines due to
geodipole are nearly perpendicular to the surface of the earth. Deflection of CME pro
in the polar cusp is lower than at low inclination because the cross-product in the Lo
force is small. TERRA is therefore exposed to CME protons in the polar regions. Th
reflected by the lower cutoff energy in the transmission function.

Figure 4 graphically illustrates the effect of geomagnetic attenuation. Attenuated C
spectra using the CREME96 Solar-Energetic Particle (“flare”) Worst Day Model are
shown for HST and TERRA. The effect of exposure to CME protons in the polar aur
regions can clearly be seen. Comparison of the worst-case AP-8-MIN HST trapped p
flux to the HST CME proton flux shows why it is reasonable to disregard CME proton
the ACS equivalent exposure calculation.

6. Total Ionizing Dose (TID)

In this document, total ionizing dose will be quantified in units of rads (radiation
absorbed dose). One rad is equal to 100 ergs of deposited ionizing energy per gram o
ter. It must be clearly understood that the quantity of ionizing radiation that correspond
1 rad of TID depends on the material. For a given specie of ionizing radiation, the el
tronic stopping power will depend on the material. All TID calculations for silicon are

F′ E( ) T R E( )( ) F E( )×=

R E( ) E
2

2EMoc
2

+=
5
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presented in units of rad (Si). Similarly, for another semiconductor material such as G
the correct unit is rad (GaAs).

Calculation of the TID for the HST environment has been accomplished using SH
DOSE-2 [15,16]. SHIELDOSE-2 is a mature and widely accepted code for the calcula
of TID in the omni-directional, spread spectrum space radiation environment. Contri
tions to the TID by protons (trapped and CME, where appropriate), trapped electron
electron Bremsstrahlung resulting from transport through shielding are included.

A curve of Si TID versus 4π spherical aluminum shielding thickness for the HST env
ronment is shown in Figure 5. The 2.5 year worst-case calculation has been perform
using the solar minimum spectra (AP-8-MIN/AE-8-MIN). Note that trapped protons do
inate the TID for shielding thicknesses exceeding ~100 mils. This is consistent with 
one would expect based on the range of electrons in aluminum, as depicted in Figur
[17]. For an equivalent aluminum shielding thickness of 1 inch, the TID is approxima
470 rad (Si).

7. Non-Ionizing Energy Loss (NIEL)

Non-ionizing energy loss is proportional to bulk displacement damage [18]. NIEL
culations are available for electrons, protons, neutrons and photons in silicon [19]. A
procedure for the application of NIEL equivalence to CCD imagers exposed to the m
specie radiation environment has also been defined [20]. Since NIEL is proportional
bulk displacement damage, NIEL equivalence can be used to determine the acceler
fluence necessary to simulate on-orbit CTE degradation.

Figure 7 shows the NIEL for silicon taken from Van Ginneken. NIEL is a measure
non-ionizing energy loss per unit areal density. The product of NIEL and the mass de
of the material yields the non-ionizing energy loss per unit linear length along the pa
the particle (or photon). Note that the NIEL of photons is much smaller than the NIE
protons. Electron Bremsstahlung can therefore be neglected in the NIEL equivalenc
computation.

The contract end item (CEI) specification for the WFC CCD detector calls only fo
adequate radiation shielding to meet a performance requirement of<10% signal loss after
5 years on-orbit. In Ball SER ACS-CCD-019 [21], a system requirement for the WFC
CCD of 1 inch of aluminum or aluminum equivalent shielding over 99% of the 4π FOV is
specified. Flow-down of the Ball system requirement from the CEI specification is no
documented. Compliance with the Ball system requirement was demonstrated in the
SER through sector analysis. The sector analysis summed the contributions due to 
intentional and incidental shielding mass only up to the minimum 1 inch system requ
ment. Significant effort would have been required by the author to trace the complet
6
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shielding distribution surrounding the detector including the spacecraft. No attempt w
made to perform sector analysis at this level.

Because the trapped electrons are stopped by the shielding, transport calculatio
necessary only for the trapped protons. The NASA Langley Research Center BRYN
computer code (version BRYNTRN3 optimized for a PC platform) was employed for
proton transport calculations [22]. BRYNTRN is advantageous in that secondary part
generated by the transport of protons through the shielding are simulated. Exiting prim
proton, secondary proton and secondary neutron differential spectra for 1 inch of sphe
aluminum shielding are depicted in Figure 8. The secondary neutron flux has most l
been underestimated by modeling the shielding as pure aluminum. With the excepti
the window, the detector housing is actually constructed of molybdenum and Alloy 42
% Fe, 40 % Ni, 1 % trace elements). Secondary neutron production in high Z materi
can be significantly higher than in aluminum. It should be noted that high Z materials
to within a limited degree of fidelity, be modeled with BRYNTRN.

Figure 9 depicts the 2.5 year energy integrated NIEL damage spectra derived from
exiting BRYNTRN spectra:

whereF(E) is the exiting proton (or neutron) differential fluence andNEIL(E) is the per
particle non-ionizing energy loss. For neutrons, the NIEL curve of Van Ginneken show
Figure 7 was used. Updated NIEL calculations of Summers et al. and Dale et al. [23
were used for computation of the proton damage curves. The integrated damage curv
essentially asymptotic at 0.1 MeV. The total silicon NIEL is therefore the sum of the 
mary proton, secondary proton and secondary neutron NIEL, 1.29E+07 MeV/g.

For 1 inch of equivalent aluminum shielding, the calculations indicate that second
neutrons contribute about 8% to the total displacement damage. This is certain to be
underestimate of the actual secondary neutron displacement damage since the atom
number of aluminum is lower than that of molybdenum and Alloy 42. As an example
Dale et al. [20] demonstrated that secondary neutrons dominate the total displacem
damage for a tantalum shield thickness of 2.5 cm in the SAGE (705 km altitude, 97.
degree inclination) trapped proton environment.

D E( ) F E( ) NIEL E( )× Ed

E

∞

∫=
7
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8. Accelerator Exposure

A curve of NIEL equivalent accelerator proton fluence versus accelerator energy
be computed as follows:

whereNIELp(E) is the per proton NIEL andD(0.1 MeV) is the asymptotic energy inte-

grated damage calculated in the previous section. Subscriptspp, spandnpdenote primary
protons, secondary protons and secondary neutrons, respectively. The numerator is
nized as the total integrated damage NIEL, 1.29E+07 MeV/g. Figure 10 shows the 2
year accelerator fluence curve.

Irradiation of the devices was performed at the University of California, Davis Croc
Nuclear Laboratory cyclotron. The proton energy was 63 MeV. The decision to use t
energy was dictated by the need to insert the CCDs into an integrated test schedule
other devices without retuning the accelerator (a potentially time consuming process
This is nevertheless an appropriate choice of energy since 63 MeV falls near the pe
the transported primary proton spectrum (Figure 8).

Uniform irradiation of the devices was accomplished by tilting the long axis of the
CCD at an angle of 60 degrees relative to the collimated proton beam. Tilted in this 
ner, the projected area of the CCD relative to the beam is approximately 3.1 cm squ
The spatial distribution of the beam is quite broad within a radius of 3 cm. Compared
the beam center, the fluence drops by only 3% at a radius of 2 cm [25]. Both the 204
4096 array of pixels and the output amplifier structures are therefore well within the h
of the beam.

The exposure level for periods of time on-orbit other than 2.5 years was calculate
simple linear scaling of the 2.5 year NIEL equivalent accelerator fluence:

whereT is in years. Riess et al. [26] have studied the growth of cosmic ray deferred ch
tails in dark frames taken with the STIS and WFPC2 CCD detectors. Cosmic ray tai
the STIS detector have grown at a roughly constant rate over a time span of ~2.5 yea
contrast, the rate of growth of the cosmic ray tails in the WFPC2 detectors over a perio
~5.5 years appears to be changing and may even be increasing with time. However,
ning with the launch of STIS the rates of growth of the cosmic ray tails in the WFPC2

Facc E( )
Dpp 0.1 MeV( ) Dsp 0.1 MeV( ) Dnp 0.1 MeV( )+ +

NIELp E( )
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------=

Facc T( ) Facc 2.5 years( ) T
2.5
-------×=
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STIS detectors, when corrected for the differences in system gain, are comparable. 
cause of the apparent acceleration in the WFPC2 growth rate is not yet understood.
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Table 1.Summary of radiation damage effects in CCD imagers.

Effect
Damage

Mechanism
Comment

flat-band
voltage shift

TID
build up of hole density in gate oxide, positive
space charge

birds-beak TID
build up hole density in field (channel stop)
oxide, increase in dark current, reduction of
bloomed full well (BFW)

surface dark
current

TID
increase in density of surface states, increase in
dark current

bulk dark
current

NIEL

intermediate energy states in forbidden band-
gap, carrier hopping from valence band to
conduction band, increase in mean dark current,
increase in hot pixels, random telegraph signal
(RTS)

surface CTE TID trapping of conduction band carriers at oxide-Si
interface, increase in deferred charge

bulk CTE NIEL trapping of carriers by intermediate energy
states in band-gap, increase in deferred charge

false signal ionization transient effect caused by electron-hole pair
generation in Si, ‘cosmic-ray’ hits
11



Figure 1: HST trapped proton spectra for solar maximum and solar minimum.
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Figure 2: HST trapped electron spectra for solar maximum and solar minimum.
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Figure 3: Geomagnetic transmission functions for HST and TERRA.
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Figure 4: CME proton environment for HST and TERRA.
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Figure 5: 2.5 year HST worst-case TID versus spherical aluminum shield thicknes
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Figure 6: Electron range in aluminum.
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Figure 7: NIEL for silicon from Van Ginneken [19].
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ing.
Figure 8: Exiting spectra after transport through 1 inch of spherical aluminum shield
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g.
Figure 9: Integrated NIEL damge spectra for 1 inch of spherical aluminum shieldin
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Figure 10: 2.5 year accelerator proton fluence.
21
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